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RANDOM WALKS ON SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES AND
HARMONICS
SAYAN MUKHERJEE AND JOHN STEENBERGEN
Abstract. In this paper, we introduce random walks with absorbing
states on simplicial complexes. Given a simplicial complex of dimension
d, a random walk with an absorbing state is defined which relates to the
spectrum of the k-dimensional Laplacian for 1 ≤ k ≤ d and which relates
to the local random walk on a graph defined by Fan Chung. We also
examine an application of random walks on simplicial complexes to a
semi-supervised learning problem. Specifically, we consider a label prop-
agation algorithm on oriented edges, which applies to a generalization
of the partially labelled classification problem on graphs.
1. Introduction
1.1. Background. The relation between spectral graph theory and random
walks on graphs has been well studied and has both theoretical and practical
implications [4, 11, 13]. A classic example of this relation is graph expansion
(see [8]). Loosely speaking, graph expansion measures how far a graph is
from being disconnected (i.e., having a nontrivial reduced 0-th homology
class). The two common characterizations of graph expansion use either the
Cheeger number which relates to spectral graph theory or the mixing time
of a random walk on the graph.
In this paper we examine an analagous relation between random walks
on simplicial complexes and spectral properties of higher order Laplacians.
A simplicial complex is a higher-dimensional generalization of a graph con-
sisting of vertices and edges as well as higher-dimensional simplices such as
triangles and tetrahedra. The graph Laplacian was generalized to simpli-
cial complexes by Eckmann [7], resulting in what are called higher order
combinatorial Laplacians. The k-th order combinatorial Laplacian, or k-
Laplacian, can be used to study expansion in the sense that the spectrum
of the k-Laplacian provides information on how far from the complex is
from having a nontrivial k-th (co)homology class. The graph Laplacian
is simply the 0-th order combinatorial Laplacian. There has been recent
work extending Cheeger numbers and random walks to higher dimensions
[6, 12, 14, 15, 16].
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2 SAYAN MUKHERJEE AND JOHN STEENBERGEN
The k-Laplacian is naturally decomposed into two parts commonly called
the up k-Laplacian and the down k-Laplacian. The graph case is an excep-
tion in that there is only an up 0-Laplacian; the down 0-Laplacian is the
zero matrix. This fact suggests that a straightforward generalization of the
theory of graph expansion to higher dimensions may only relate to the up
k-Laplacian. Indeed, the Cheeger number of a graph was initially general-
ized so as to relate to the up k-Laplacian [6], with the generalization to the
down k-Laplacian following soon after [16].
This decomposition also appears when studying random walks on sim-
plicial complexes. In a recent paper, Rosenthal and Parzanchevski [15]
generalized random walks on graphs to random walks on simplicial com-
plexes. They defined a Markov chain on the space of oriented k-simplexes
that reflects the spectrum of the up k-Laplacian, assuming 0 ≤ k ≤ d − 1
where d is the dimension of the simplicial complex. The walk traverses
the simplicial complex by moving between oriented k-simplexes via shared
(k + 1)-simplexes. In this paper we define a random walk that traverses
the simplicial complex by traveling through shared (k − 1)-simplexes. We
demonstrate that this random walk is related to the spectrum of the down
k-Laplacian and reflects the dimension of the k-th homology group over R,
assuming 1 ≤ k ≤ d. We also discuss the possibility of defining other random
walks on simplicial complexes, including random walks relating to the full
k-Laplacian and weighted Laplacians. We also apply random walks on sim-
plicial complexes to a semi-supervised learning problem, propagating labels
on edges. This generalizes the semi-supervised learning idea of propagating
labels on nodes.
1.2. Motivation. We have two motivations for studying the random walk
corresponding to the down Laplacian. The first motivation comes from
an example. Consider the 2-dimensional simplicial complex formed by a
hollow tetrahedron (or any triangulation of the 2-sphere). We know that
the complex has nontrivial 2-dimensional homology since there is a void.
However, this homology cannot be detected by the random walk defined in
[15], because there are no tetrahedrons that can be used by the walk to
move between the triangles. In general, the walk defined in [15] can detect
homology from dimension 0 to co-dimension 1, but never co-dimension 0.
Hence, a new walk which can travel from triangles to triangles through edges
is needed.
The second motivation relates to the geometry of random walks or dif-
fusions and manifolds. The geometry captured by the graph Laplacian as
well as the Cheeger number and random walks on the graph have direct
connections to the geometry of a manifold with Neumann boundary condi-
tions. We will examine random walks that have connections to the geometry
of a manifold with Dirichlet boundary conditions, denoted as “Dirichlet”
random walks. Work by Fan Chung in [3] has shown that there are alter-
native notions of the Laplacian and random walks on graphs that capture a
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Dirichlet-flavored geometry of graphs. The definition of the “local” Cheeger
number of a graph given in [3] bears a striking resemblance to the defini-
tion of the Cheeger number of a manifold with Dirichlet boundary [2]. Also
defined in [3] is a “local” random walk that satisfies a Dirichlet boundary
condition. In contrast, the usual random walk on a graph might be called
Neumann. The random walk defined by Rosenthal and Parzanchevski [15]
generalizes the Neumann random walk to higher dimensions on simplicial
complexes. In this paper we generalize the Dirichlet random walk.
1.3. Summary of Results. In this section we give a short summary of the
main results. Precise definitions of the terms used are given in section 2.
In section 3 we define a p-lazy Dirichlet random walk on the oriented k-
simplexes of a d-dimensional simplicial complex X, where 1 ≤ k ≤ d. This
walk has a corresponding probability transition matrix P . In most analyses
of random walks the questions of interest are convergence and rates of con-
vergence of limn→∞ Pnν = pi, where ν is the initial probability distribution
on the states, Pnν is the marginal distribution after n steps of the walk, and
pi is the stationary or invariant distribution. For the usual random walk on
a graph, the graph Laplacian is used to study the limiting behavoir of Pnν.
For the random walks we consider, orientation issues prevent a straight-
forward connection between the k-Laplacian and Pnν. Instead, we find a
connection between the k-Laplacian and CTPnν where C is a constant and
T is a linear transformation. The linear transformation T enforces antisym-
metry between the opposite orientations of a simplex. Denoting σ+ and σ−
as the (arbitrarily chosen) positive and negative orientations of a simplex σ,
TPnν is a function on the set of positively oriented simplexes such that
TPnν(σ+) = P
nν(σ+)− Pnν(σ−).
The constant C is a normalizing constant that ensures CTPnν has nontrivial
limiting behavior. Letting M denote the maximum number of k-simplexes
any (k − 1)-simplex is contained in,
C =
M − 1
p(M − 2) + 1 .
Let 1τ denote the initial distribution supported on the oriented simplex τ
and let E˜τn := CTPn1τ . The down k-Laplacian is Ldownk = δk−1∂k where δ
is a coboundary operator and ∂ is the boundary operator, and let λk denote
the smallest eigenvalue of Ldownk with eigenvector perpendicular to im ∂k+1.
The following proposition is a direct result of Theorem 3.5.
Proposition 1.1. If M−23M−4 < p < 1, then the limit E˜τ∞ := limn→∞ E˜τn exists
for all initial τ . In this case, the k-th homology group of X with coefficients
in R is trivial if and only if E˜τ∞ ∈ im ∂k+1 for all τ . In addition, if p ≥ 12
then ∥∥∥E˜τn − E˜τ∞∥∥∥
2
= O
([
1− 1− p
(p(M − 2) + 1)(k + 1)λk
]n)
.
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One difference in the above result with standard results on Markov chains
is that the limiting object provides information on the homology of X. This
will be discussed further in section 3. Another difference is that for a con-
nected graph the random walk is irreducible, and the limit distribution is
independent of the initial distribution. In higher dimensions, this indepen-
dence is lost, even for complexes with trivial k-th homology over R.
1.4. Related Work. Both [5, 3] have examined the relation between graph
random walks and the geometry of graphs with Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions. In section 6.1 we show that under certain conditions the Dirichlet
random walk in codimension 0 coincides with the notion of a random walk
on a graph with Dirichlet boundary. A natural question to ask concerning
random walks on simplicial complexes is: what would be the analogous pro-
cess on manifolds? In general we are not aware of results on the continuum
limit of these walks. However, the Dirichlet random walk in codimension
zero is analogous to the concept of Brownian motion with killing as described
by Lawler and Sokal in [10].
2. Definitions
In this section we define the simplicial complex X, the chain and cochain
complexes, and the k-Laplacian.
2.1. Simplicial Complexes. By a simplicial complex we mean an abstract
finite simplicial complex. Simplicial complexes generalize the notion of a
graph to higher dimensions. Given a set of vertices V , any nonempty subset
σ ⊆ V of the form σ = {v0, v1, . . . , vj} is called a j-dimensional simplex,
or j-simplex. A simplicial complex X is a finite collection of simplexes of
various dimensions such that X is closed under inclusion, i.e., τ ⊆ σ and
σ ∈ X implies τ ∈ X. While we will not need it for this paper, one can
include the empty set in X as well (thought of as a (−1)-simplex). Given
a simplicial complex X, denote the set of j-simplexes of X as Xj . We say
that X is d-dimensional or that X is a d-complex if Xd 6= ∅ but Xd+1 = ∅.
Graphs are 1-dimensional simplicial complexes. We will assume throughout
that X is a d-complex for some fixed d ≥ 1.
If σ ∈ Xj and τ ∈ Xj−1 and τ ⊂ σ, then we call τ a face of σ and σ
a coface of τ . Every j-simplex has exactly j + 1 faces but may have any
number of cofaces. Given σ ∈ Xj we define deg(σ) (called the degree of
σ) to be the number of cofaces of σ. Two simplexes are upper adjacent if
they share a coface and lower adjacent if they share a face. The number
of simplexes upper adjacent to a j-simplex σ is (j + 1) · deg(σ) while the
number of simplexes lower adjacent to σ is
∑
τ⊂σ(deg(τ)−1) where the sum
is over all faces τ of σ.
Orientation plays a major role in the geometry of a simplicial complex.
For j > 0, an orientation of a j-simplex σ is an equivalence class of orderings
of its vertices, where two orderings are equivalent if they differ by an even
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permutation. Notationally, an orientation is denoted by placing one of its
orderings in square brackets, as in [v0, . . . , vj ]. Every j-simplex σ has two
orientations which we think of as negatives of each other. We abbreviate
these two orientations as σ+ and σ− = −σ+ (which orientation σ+ corre-
sponds to is chosen arbitrarily). For j = 0 there are no distinct orderings,
but it is useful to think of each vertex v as being positively oriented by de-
fault (so, v+ = v) and having an oppositely-oriented counterpart v− := −v.
For any j, we will use Xj+ = {σ+ : σ ∈ Xj} to denote a choice of positive
orientation σ+ for each j-simplex σ. The set of all oriented j-simplexes will
be denoted by Xj±, so that X
j
± = {σ± : σ+ ∈ Xj+} and |Xj±| = 2|Xj | for any
choice of orientation Xj+.
An oriented simplex σ+ = [v0, . . . , vj ] induces an orientation on the
faces of σ as (−1)i[v0, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vj ]. Conversely, an oriented face
(−1)i[v0, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vj ] of σ induces an orientation σ+ = [v0, . . . , vj ]
on σ. Two oriented j-simplexes σ+ and σ
′
+ are said to be similarly oriented,
and we write σ+ ∼ σ′+, if σ and σ′ are distinct, lower adjacent j-simplexes
and σ+ and σ
′
+ induce the opposite orientation on the common face (if σ
and σ′ are upper adjacent as well, this is the same as saying that σ+ and σ′+
induce the same orientation on the common coface). If they induce the same
orientation on the common face, then we say they are dissimilarly oriented
and write σ− ∼ σ′+. We say that a d-complex X is orientable if there is a
choice of orientation Xd+ such that for every pair of lower adjacent simplexes
σ, σ′ ∈ Xd, the oriented simplexes σ+, σ′+ ∈ Xd+ are similarly oriented.
2.2. Chain and Cochain Complexes. Given a simplicial complex X,
we can define the chain and cochain complexes of X over R. The space
of j-chains Cj := Cj(X;R) is the vector space of linear combinations of
oriented j-simplexes with coefficients in R, with the stipulation that the two
orientations of a simplex are negatives of each other in Cj (as implied by our
notation). Thus, any choice of orientation Xj+ provides a basis for Cj . The
space of j-cochains Cj := Cj(X;R) is then defined to be the vector space
dual to Cj . These spaces are isomorphic and we will make no distinction
between them. Usually, we will work with cochains using the basis elements
{1σ+ : σ+ ∈ Xj+}, where 1σ+ : Cj → R is defined on a basis element τ+ ∈ Xj+
as
1σ+(τ+) =
{
1 τ+ = σ+
0 else
.
The boundary map ∂j : Cj → Cj−1 is the linear map defined on a basis
element [v0, . . . , vj ] as
∂j [v0, . . . , vj ] =
j∑
i=0
(−1)i[v0, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vj ]
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The coboundary map δj−1 : Cj−1 → Cj is then defined to be the transpose
of the boundary map. In particular, for f ∈ Cj−1,
(δj−1f)([v0, . . . , vj ]) =
j∑
i=1
(−1)if([v0, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vj ]).
When there is no confusion, we will denote the boundary and coboundary
maps by ∂ and δ. It holds that ∂∂ = δδ = 0, so that (Cj , ∂j) and (C
j , δj)
form chain and cochain complexes.
The homology and cohomology vector spaces of X over R are
Hj := Hj(X;R) =
ker ∂j
im ∂j+1
and Hj := Hj(X;R) =
ker δj
im δj−1
.
It is known from the universal coefficient theorem that Hj is the vector space
dual to Hj . Reduced (co)homology can also be used, and it is equivalent to
including the nullset as a (−1)-dimensional simplex in X.
2.3. The Laplacian. The k-Laplacian of X is defined to be
Lk := L
up
k + L
down
k
where
Lupk = ∂k+1δ
k and Ldownk = δ
k−1∂k.
The Laplacian is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, as is each part
Lupk and L
down
k . From Hodge theory, it is known that
kerLk ∼= Hk ∼= Hk
and the space of cochains decomposes as
Ck = im ∂k+1 ⊕ kerLk ⊕ im δk−1
where the orthogonal direct sum ⊕ is under the “usual” inner product
〈f, g〉 =
∑
σ+∈Xk+
f(σ+)g(σ+).
We are interested in the Ldownj half of the Laplacian. Trivially, im ∂j+1 ⊆
kerLdownj . The smallest nontrivial eigenvalue of L
down
k is therefore given by
λk = min
f∈Ck
f⊥im ∂
‖∂f‖22
‖f‖22
,
where ‖f‖2 :=
√〈f, f〉 denotes the Euclidean norm on Ck. A cochain f
that achieves the minimum is an eigenvector of λk. It is easy to see that any
such f is also an eigenvector of Lk with eigenvalue λk and that, therefore,
λk relates to homology:
λk = 0⇔ kerLk 6= 0⇔ Hk 6= 0.
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Remark 2.1. Given a choice of orientation Xk+, L
down
k can be written as a
matrix with rows and columns indexed by Xk+, the entries of which are given
by
(Ldownk )σ′+,σ+ =

k + 1 σ′+ = σ+
1 σ′− ∼ σ+
−1 σ′+ ∼ σ+
0 else
.
Changing the choice of orientation Xk+ amounts to a change of basis for
Ldownk . If the row and column indexed by σ+ are instead indexed by σ−,
all the entries in them switch sign except the diagonal entry. Alternatively,
Ldownk can be characterized by how it acts on cochains:
Ldownk f(τ+) = (k + 1) · f(τ+) +
∑
σ−∼τ+
f(σ+)−
∑
σ+∼τ+
f(σ+).
Note that since Ldownk f is a cochain, L
down
k f(τ−) = −Ldownk f(τ+).
The behavior of Ldownk is related to the following concepts:
Definition 2.2. A d-complex X is called k-connected (1 ≤ k ≤ d) if for
every two k-simplexes σ, σ′ there exists a chain σ = σ0, σ1, . . . , σn = σ′ of
k-simplexes such that σi is lower adjacent to σi+1 for all i. For a general
d-complex X, such chains define equivalence classes of k-simplexes, and the
subcomplexes induced by these are called the k-connected components of
X.
Definition 2.3. A d-complex X is called disorientable if there is a choice
of orientation Xd+ of its d-simplexes such that all lower adjacent d-simplexes
are dissimilarly oriented. In this case, the d-cochain f =
∑
σ+∈Xd+ 1σ+ is
called a disorientation.
Remark 2.4. Disorientability was defined in [15] and shown to be a higher-
dimensional analogue of bipartiteness for graphs. Note that one can also
define X to be k-disorientable if the k-skeleton of X (the k-complex given
by the union
⋃
i≤kX
i) is disorientable, but this can only happen when k =
d. This is not hard to see: if k < d then there exists a (k + 1)-simplex
σ+ = [v0, . . . , vk]. Given any two dissimilarly oriented faces of σ+, say,
[v1, v2, . . . , vk] and [v0, v2, . . . , vk], we find that the simplex {v0, v1, v3, . . . , vk}
cannot be dissimilarly oriented to both of them simultaneously.
Lemma 2.5. Let X be a d-complex, 1 ≤ k ≤ d and M = maxσ∈Xk−1 deg(σ).
(1) Spec(Ldownk ) is the disjoint union of Spec(L
down
k |Xi) where Xi are the
k-connected components of X.
(2) The spectrum of Ldownk is contained in [0, (k + 1)M ].
(3) The kernal of Ldownk is exactly ker ∂k = im ∂k+1 ⊕ kerLk.
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(4) The upper bound (k+1)M is attained if and only if k = d and X has
a d-connected component that is both disorientable and of constant
(d− 1)-degree.
Proof. Statement (1) follows from the fact that Ldownk can be written as a
block diagonal matrix with each block corresponding to a component Xi.
Statement (3) is easy to verify.
For statement (2), let f be an eigenvector of Ldownk with eigenvalue λ, let
Xk+ be a choice of orientation such that f(σ+) ≥ 0 for all σ+ ∈ Xk+ and
suppose f(τ+) = maxσ+∈Xk+ f(σ+). Then by Remark 2.1,
λf(τ+) = L
down
k f
= (k + 1) · f(τ+) +
∑
σ−∼τ+
f(σ+)−
∑
σ+∼τ+
f(σ+)
≤ (k + 1) · f(τ+) +
∑
σ−∼τ+
f(σ+) +
∑
σ+∼τ+
f(σ+)
≤ (k + 1) · f(τ+) +
∑
σ−∼τ+
f(τ+) +
∑
σ+∼τ+
f(τ+)
≤ (k + 1) · f(τ+) + (k + 1)(M − 1) · f(σ+)
≤ (k + 1)M · f(τ+)
where the third inequality results from the fact that any k-simplex is lower
adjacent to at most (k + 1)(M − 1) other k-simplexes. Therefore, λ ≤
(k + 1)M .
It now remains to prove statement (4). Looking back at the inequalities,
it holds that λ = (k + 1)M only if σ− ∼ τ+ and f(σ+) = f(τ+) whenever σ
and τ are lower adjacent, and the faces of σ all have degree M . But since
f(σ+) = f(τ+), the same reasoning can be applied to f(σ+) for all σ lower
adjacent to τ and eventually to all k-simplexes in the same k-connected
component Xi. Ultimately, this implies that Xi has constant (k− 1)-degree
and is k-disorientable (and hence k = d).
To see that this bound is indeed attainable, consider a disorientable d-
complex with constant (d − 1)-degree M (this includes, for instance, the
simplicial complex induced by a single d-simplex). Let Xd+ be a choice of
orientation such that all lower adjacent d-simplexes are dissimilarly oriented.
Then a disorientation f on Xd will satisfy
Ldownk f(τ+) = (k + 1) · f(τ+) +
∑
σ−∼τ+
f(σ+)−
∑
σ+∼τ+
f(σ+)
= (k + 1) · f(τ+) +
∑
σ−∼τ+
f(σ+)
= (k + 1) · 1 +
∑
σ−∼τ+
1
= (k + 1)M · 1 = (k + 1)M · f(τ+)
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for every τ+. 
3. Random walks and the k-Laplacian
In this section we define the p-lazy Dirichlet k-walk on X and relate this
walk to the spectrum of the k-Laplacian.
Random walks and Ldownk . Let X be a d-complex, 1 ≤ k ≤ d, 0 ≤ p < 1,
and M = maxσ∈Xk−1 deg(σ).
Definition 3.1. The p-lazy Dirichlet k-walk on X is an absorbing Markov
chain on the state space S = Xk± ∪ {Θ} defined as follows:
• Let two oriented k-cells s, s′ ∈ Xk± be called textitneighbors (denoted
s ∼ s′) if they share a face and are similarly oriented. In what
follows, Θ will be used to represent an additional absorbing state,
called the “death state”, that the Markov chain can occupy.
• Starting at an initial oriented k-simplex τ+ ∈ Xk±, the walk proceeds
as a time-homogenous Markov chain on the state space S = Xk±∪{Θ}
with transition probabilities
Prob(σ+ → σ′+) = Prob(σ− → σ′−) =

p σ′+ = σ+
1−p
(M−1)(k+1) σ
′
+ ∼ σ+
0 else,
Prob(σ+ → σ′−) = Prob(σ− → σ′+) =
{
1−p
(M−1)(k+1) σ
′− ∼ σ+
0 else,
Prob(σ+ → Θ) = Prob(σ− → Θ) = 1−
∑
σ′+
Prob(σ+ → σ′+),
Prob(Θ→ Θ) = 1
for all σ, σ′ ∈ Xk.
• This walk can be interpreted as follows. Starting at τ+, the walk has
probability p of staying put and for each of the neighbors of τ+ the
walk has probability 1−p(M−1)(k+1) of jumping to that neighbor. Note
that if the number of neighbors of τ+ is less than (M − 1)(k + 1),
then the sum of these probabilities is less than 1. In this case, we
interpret the difference as the probability that the walker dies (i.e.,
the walker jumps to a death state from which it can never return).
The same holds for τ−.
The left stochastic matrix for the Markov chain is a square matrix P with
rows and columns indexed by the state space S = Xk± ∪ {Θ} such that
Ps1,s2 = Prob(s2 → s1)
for all s1, s2 ∈ S. In stochastic processes it is more common to use the
right stochastic matrix P T as the probability matrix, for us it will be more
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convenient to use the left stochastic matrix. An initial distribution on the
state space is a column vector ν indexed by S such that all entries are non-
negative and sum to 1. The general framework in stochastic processes is to
study how the marginal distribution Pnν evolves as n → ∞. Indeed, one
can view the Dirichlet k-walk as a Markov chain on a graph with vertex set
V = S and study the limiting behavior of Pnν within the context of graph
theory. However, this is not our goal. Our goal is to connect the k-walk to
the k-dimensional Laplacian, and hence to the k-dimensional topology and
geometry of X.
In order to connect the k-walk to Lk, we will not study the evolution
of Pnν but rather TPnν, the image of the marginal distribution under a
linear transformation T defined as follows. Given a choice of orientation
Xk+ = {σ+ : σ ∈ Xk}, T is defined to be the matrix with rows indexed by
Xk+ and columns indexed by S such that
(T )σ+,σ+ = 1 and (T )σ+,σ− = −1
for all σ ∈ Xk, and such that all other entries are 0. In other words, for any
function f : S → R, Tf is the function Tf : Xk+ → R such that
Tf(σ+) = f(σ+)− f(σ−).
The definition of T is motivated by geometry. The geometry of simplicial
complexes is characterized by the space of k-cochains Ck in which σ+ = −σ−
(and for which Xk+ is a choice of basis). Probabilistically, σ+ and σ− are
completely separate states for the Markov chain, but geometrically we must
think of them as opposite orientations of the same underlying object σ. In
addition, the state Θ has no corresponding object in Ck, so T simply removes
it from the system. Of course, the vector TPnν does not have the property
that it is always a distribution (all entries nonnegative and summing to 1),
but it has the advantage that it resides in Ck and can be related to Lk as
follows.
Definition 3.2. The propagation matrix B of the Dirichlet k-walk is defined
to be a square matrix indexed by Xk+ with
(B)σ′+,σ+ =

p σ′+ = σ+
− 1−p(M−1)(k+1) σ′+ ∼ σ+
1−p
(M−1)(k+1) σ
′− ∼ σ+
0 else
.
Proposition 3.3. The propagation matrix B is given by
B =
p(M − 2) + 1
M − 1 I −
1− p
(M − 1)(k + 1) · L
down
k .
In addition, B satisfies TP = BT , so that
TPnν = BnTν.
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Proof. The first claim is straightforwardly checked using Definition 3.2 and
Remark 2.1. The second claim is equivalent to the equality TP = BT , which
we will prove as follows. If s ∈ S and Ps is the column of P indexed by s,
then the column of TP indexed by s is TPs. Using the definition of T , the
following holds
(TP )σ+,s = TPs(σ+)
= Ps(σ+)− Ps(σ−)
= (P )σ+,s − (P )σ−,s
=

±p s = σ±
± 1−p(M−1)(k+1) s 6= Θ and s ∼ σ±
0 else
.
Similarly, note that (BT )σ+,s = B(T1s)(σ+) where 1s is the vector assigning
1 to s ∈ S and 0 to all other elements in S. If s = Θ, T1s is the zero vector.
Otherwise, if s = τ± then T1s = ±1τ+ and
(BT )σ+,s = ±B 1τ+(σ+)
= ±(B)σ+,τ+
=

±p τ+ = σ+
± 1−p(M−1)(k+1) τ+ ∼ σ+
∓ 1−p(M−1)(k+1) τ− ∼ σ+
0 else
=

±p s = σ±
± 1−p(M−1)(k+1) s ∼ σ±
0 else
.
This concludes the proof. 
For what follows, we define Eτ+n := Bn1τ+ to be the marginal difference
of the p-lazy Dirichlet k-walk on X starting at τ+. Also, let X
k
+ be a choice
of orientation and denote M = maxσ∈Xk−1 deg(σ).
Corollary 3.4.
(1) The spectrum of B is contained in
[
2p− 1, p(M−2)+1M−1
]
, with the upper
bound acheived by cochains in ker ∂k and the lower bound acheived if
and only if k = d and there is a disorientable d-connected component
of constant (d− 1)-degree.
(2) If τ has a coface, then
‖Eτ+n ‖2 ≥
(
p(M − 2) + 1
M − 1
)n 1√
k + 2
.
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(3) If p 6= 0, 1 then
‖Eτ+n ‖2 ≤ max
{
|2p− 1|n ,
(
p(M − 2) + 1
M − 1
)n}
.
Proof. Statement (1) is easy to verify with the help of Lemma 2.5 and Propo-
sition 3.3. Statement (3) follows from the inequality ‖Af‖2 ≤ ‖A‖ ‖f‖2
where A is a matrix, f is a vector, and ‖A‖ is the spectral norm on A.
It remains now to prove statement (2). If τ has a coface σ, let f = ∂k+11σ+
(with σ+ being any orientation of σ) so that f ∈ ker ∂k. Let f, f1, . . . , fi be
an orthogonal basis for Ck such that f1, . . . , fi are eigenvectors of B with
eigenvalues γ1, . . . , γi, and assume 1τ+ = αf + α1f1 + . . .+ αi, fi. Then,
‖Eτ+n ‖2 =
∥∥Bn1τ+∥∥2
(1)
= ‖αBnf + α1Bnf1 + . . .+ αiBnfi‖2(2)
= |α|
(
p(M − 2) + 1
M − 1
)n
‖f‖2 + |α1| γn1 ‖f1‖2 + . . .+ |αi| γni ‖fi‖2(3)
≥ |α|
(
p(M − 2) + 1
M − 1
)n
‖f‖2(4)
=
(
p(M − 2) + 1
M − 1
)n ∣∣∣∣〈 f‖f‖2 ,1τ+
〉∣∣∣∣(5)
=
(
p(M − 2) + 1
M − 1
)n |f(τ+)|
‖f‖2
(6)
=
(
p(M − 2) + 1
M − 1
)n 1√
k + 2
(7)

Note that if p 6= 0, 1, then |2p− 1| and p(M−2)+1M−1 are both less than one.
Hence, the above corollary says that the limit of the marginal difference
is trivial in general. We can remove this trivial behavior by making one
final alteration to our object of study: multiply the propagation matrix B
by M−1p(M−2)+1 to obtain the normalized propagation matrix B˜ :=
M−1
p(M−2)+1B
and define E˜τ+n := B˜n1τ+ to be the normalized marginal difference. The
next two theorems show that the homology of X can be determined from
the limiting behavior of the normalized marginal difference.
Theorem 3.5.
The limit E˜τ+∞ := limn→∞ E˜τ+n of the normalized marginal difference exists
for all τ+ if and only if B˜ has no eigenvalue λ ≤ −1. Furthermore, E˜τ+∞ =
projker ∂k 1τ+ whenever E˜
τ+∞ exists, where projker ∂k is the projection map onto
ker ∂k.
Proof. Note that by Corollary 3.4, the spectrum of B˜ is upper bounded by
1 and the eigenspace of the eigenvalue 1 is exactly ker ∂k. Let f1, . . . , fi be
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an orthogonal basis for Ck such that f1, . . . , fi are eigenvectors of B˜ with
eigenvalues γ1, . . . , γi. Then any 1τ+ can be written as a linear combination
1τ+ = α1f1 + . . .+ αi, fi so that
E˜τ+∞ = B˜n1τ+ = α1γn1 f1 + . . . , αiγni fi
Since the fj form a basis, E˜τ+∞ converges if and only if αjγnj converges for
each j. In other words, E˜τ+∞ converges if and only if for every j, αj = 0 or
γj > −1. Furthermore, the limit (when it exists) is always∑
{j:γj=1}
αjfj = projker ∂k 1τ+
Finally, suppose B˜ has an eigenvalue λ ≤ −1. Then there is an eigenvector
f such that B˜nf = λnf does not converge. Since the set of cochains {1τ+ :
τ+ ∈ Xk±} spans Ck(R), f can be written as a linear combination of them
and therefore B˜n1τ+ must not converge for some τ+. 
Theorem 3.6.
(1) If M−23M−4 < p < 1 then the limit E˜τ+∞ exists for all τ+ and
dim(span{projker δk E˜τ+∞ : τ+ ∈ Xk±}) = dim(Hk(X))
where projker δk denotes the projection map onto ker δ
k.
(2) The same holds when p = M−23M−4 and either k < d or there are no
disorientatable d-connected components of constant (d− 1)-degree.
(3) We can say more if p ≥ 12 . In this case,∥∥∥E˜τ+n − E˜τ+∞ ∥∥∥
2
= O
([
1− 1− p
(p(M − 2) + 1)(k + 1)λk
]n)
Proof. The proof follows mostly from Theorem 3.5. According to that the-
orem, E˜τ+∞ exists for all τ+ if and only if the spectrum of B˜ is contained in
(−1, 1]. Using Corollary 3.4 and the definition B˜ := M−1p(M−2)+1B, we know
that the spectrum of B˜ is contained in
[
(2p− 1) M−1p(M−2)+1 , 1
]
. Now,
(2p− 1) M−1p(M−2)+1 > −1
m
p(M−2)+1
M−1 > 1− 2p
m
p
(
M−2
M−1 + 2
)
> 1− 1M
m
p > M−23M−4 ,
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which proves that the spectrum of B˜ is indeed contained in (−1, 1] when
p > M−23M−4 . Since the 1τ+ span all of C
k, the E˜τ+∞ = projker ∂k 1τ+ span all of
ker ∂k, and hence the projker δk E˜τ+∞ span all of kerLk.
In the case that p = M−23M−4 , the spectrum of B˜ is contained in [−1, 1].
However, as long as −1 is not actually an eigenvalue of B˜, the result still
holds. According to Corollary 3.4, −1 is an eigenvalue if and only if k = d
and there is a disorientable d-connected component of constant (d − 1)-
degree. The case p = 1 is trivial (B˜ = I) and not considered.
Finally, if the spectrum of B lies in (−1, 1] and λ is the eigenvalue of B˜
contained in (−1, 1) with largest absolute value, so∥∥∥B˜nf − lim
n→∞ B˜
nf
∥∥∥
2
≤ |λ|n ‖f‖2
for all f . Let f1, . . . , fi be an orthonormal basis for C
k such that f1, . . . , fi
are eigenvectors of B˜ with eigenvalues γ1, . . . , γi. Then any f can be written
as a linear combination f = α1f1 + . . . ,+αifi and so that ‖f‖2 =
∑
j |αj |
and ∥∥∥B˜nf − lim
n→∞ B˜
nf
∥∥∥
2
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥α1γn1 f1 + . . .+ αiγni fi −
∑
{j:γj=1}
αjfj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
{j:γj 6=1}
αjγ
n
j fj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
∑
{j:γj 6=1}
∣∣αjγnj ∣∣ ‖fj‖2
≤
∑
{j:γj 6=1}
|αj | |λ|n
≤ |λ|n ‖f‖2
In particular, if p ≥ 12 then the spectrum of B˜ is contained in [0, 1] and
therefore λ = 1− 1−p(p(M−2)+1)(k+1)λk. 
Note the dependence of the theorem on both the lazy probability p and on
M . We can think of M as the maximum amount of “branching”, where M =
2 means there is no branching, as in a pseudomanifold of dimension d = k,
and large values of M imply a high amount of branching. In particular, the
walk must become more and more lazy for larger values of M in order to
prevent the marginal difference from diverging. However, since M−23M−4 <
1
3
for all M a lazy probability of at least 13 will always ensure convergence.
While there is no explicit dependence on k or the dimension d, it is easy to
see that M must always be at least d− k+ 1 (for instance, it is not possible
for a triangle complex to have maximum vertex degree 1).
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We would also like to know whether for the normalized marginal difference
converges to 0. Note that if τ+ has a coface, then we already know that∥∥Eτ+n ∥∥2 stays bounded away from 0 according to Corollary 3.4. However, if
τ has no coface, then 1τ+ may be perpendicular to ker ∂k, allowing
∥∥Eτ+n ∥∥2
to die in the limit as we see in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.7. If τ has no coface, Hk = 0, and if
M−2
3M−4 < p < 1 then
‖Eτ+∞ ‖2 = 0.
The same is true when p = M−23M−4 and either k < d or there are no disori-
entable d-connected components of constant (d− 1)-degree,
Proof. Under all conditions stated, E˜τ+∞ converges. If τ has no coface, then
1τ+ is in the orthogonal complement of im ∂k+1, because all elements of
im ∂k+1 are supported on oriented faces of (k+1)-simplexes. If Hk = 0 then
ker ∂k = im ∂k+1, so that∥∥∥E˜τ+∞ ∥∥∥
2
= projker ∂k 1τ+ = 0.

4. Random walks with Neumann boundary conditions
The Neumann random walk described by Rosenthal and Parzanchevski
in [15] is the “dual” of the Dirichlet random walk, jumping from simplex to
simplex through cofaces rather than faces. Let X be a d-complex, 0 ≤ k ≤
d− 1, and 0 ≤ p < 1.
Definition 4.1. The p-lazy Neumann k-walk on X is an absorbing markov
chain on the state space S = Xk± ∪ {Θ} defined as follows:
• Let two oriented k-simplexes s, s′ ∈ Xk± be called coneighbors (de-
noted s _ s′) if they share a coface and are dissimilarly oriented.
Also, let deg(σ) denote the number of cofaces of σ. In what follows,
Θ is an additional absorbing state the random walk can occupy,
called the “death state”.
• Starting at an initial oriented k-simplex τ+ ∈ Xk± the walk proceeds
with as a time-homogeneous Markov chain on S := Xk± ∪ {Θ} with
transition probabilities
Prob(σ+ → σ′+) = Prob(σ− → σ′−) =

p σ′+ = σ+
1−p
k·deg(σ) σ
′
+ _ σ+
0 else,
Prob(σ+ → σ′−) = Prob(σ− → σ′+) =
{
1−p
k·deg(σ) σ
′− _ σ+
0 else,
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Prob(σ+ → Θ) = Prob(σ− → Θ) =
{
1− p deg(σ) = 0
0 else
,
Prob(Θ→ Θ) = 1.
for all σ, σ′ ∈ Xk.
• This walk can be described as follows. Starting at at any σ+, the
walk has a probability p of staying put and otherwise is equally
likely to jump to one of the k · deg(σ) coneighbors of σ+. If σ has
no coneighbors (i.e., if σ has no cofaces), then the walk instead has
probability p of staying put and probability 1− p of jumping to the
absorbing state Θ. The same holds for starting at σ−.
This definition varies from that in [15] where the case of k = d − 1 was
examined and it was assumed that every k-simplex had at least one coface,
and as a result a death state was not required. The inclusion of the death
state in all cases in the definition above allows us to use the matrix T from
Section 3 to relate the marginal distribution of the walk to Lupk . If ν is an
initial distribution and P is the left stochastic matrix for the walk (so that
Pnν is the marginal distribution after n steps), then TPnν is the marginal
difference after n steps for the Neumann k-walk. Similar to the Dirichlet
walk, there is a propagation matrix A such that TPnν = AnTν and such
that A relates to Lupk . Once again the marginal difference converges to 0
for all initial distributions, but this behavior is fixed by multiplying A by
a constant, obtaining a normalized propagation matrix A˜ and a normal-
ized marginal distribution A˜nTν. The limiting behavior of the normalized
marginal difference reveals homology similar to Theorem 3.6.
While the results for the Neumann and Dirichlet walks are quite similar,
we highlight two differences. One is that the norm of the normalized mar-
ginal difference for the Neumann k-walk starting at a single oriented simplex
stays bounded away from 0 (see Proposition 2.8 of [15]), whereas this need
not hold for the Dirichlet k-walk (as in Corollary 3.7). This is because in
the Neumann case, every starting point 1τ+ has some nonzero inner product
with an element of im δk−1 ⊆ ker δk. The second difference is in the thresh-
old values for p in Theorem 3.6 and in the corresponding Theorem 2.9 of
[15]. For the Dirichlet walk, homology can be detected for p > M−23M−4 (where
M = maxσ∈Xk−1 deg(σ)) whereas for the Neumann walk the threshold is
p > k3k+2 . Hence, the Neumann walk is sensitive to the dimension while the
Dirichlet walk is sensitive to the maximum degree. In both cases, p ≥ 13 is
always sufficient to detect homology and p ≥ 12 allows us to put a bound on
the rate of convergence.
5. Other Random Walks
The examples of the Dirichlet random walk and the Neumann random
walk suggest that a more general method for relating matrices to random
walks is possible. So far only the unweighted Laplacian matrices Lupk and
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Ldownk have been found to relate to random walks, but one might ask whether
the full Laplacian matrix Lk = L
up
k + L
down
k as well as weighted Laplacians
can be related to random walks. Weighted Laplacians will not be considered
in this paper, but can be defined as
Lk = Lupk + Ldownk
where
Lupk := W−1/2k ∂k+1Wk+1δkW−1/2k and Ldownk := W 1/2k δk−1W−1k−1∂kW 1/2k
and where Wj denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries equal to
positive weights, one for each j-simplex. In order to make a broad theorem
relating Laplacians to random walks, we introduce the following notion of
an “Xk+-matrix”.
Definition 5.1. Let Xk+ be a choice of orientation. An X
k
+-matrix is a
square matrix L such that
(1) the rows and columns of L are indexed by Xk+,
(2) L has nonnegative diagonal entries,
(3) whenever L has a zero on the diagonal, all other entries in the same
row or column are also zero.
Definition 5.2. Let Xk+ be a choice of orientation, L an X
k
+-matrix, and
p ∈ [0, 1]. We define the p-lazy propagation matrix related to L to be
AL,p :=
p(K − 1) + 1
K
I − 1− p
K
· LD−1L
where p ∈ [0, 1], K := maxσ+∈Xk+
∑
σ′+ 6=σ+
∣∣∣(LD−1L )σ′+,σ+∣∣∣, and DL is the
diagonal matrix with the same nonzero diagonal entries as L and with all
other diagonal entries equal to 1 (or any nonzero number, as property (3)
of Definition 5.1 ensures LD−1L will be unchanged). The case K = 0 is
degenerate and not considered. If (DL)σ+,σ+ = 0, then (D
−1
L )σ+,σ+ = 0 by
convention. In addition, we define the normalized p-lazy propagation matrix
relating to L to be
A˜L,p := I − 1− p
p(K − 1) + 1LD
−1
L
(
=
K
p(K − 1) + 1AL,p
)
Note that whenever K = 1, AL,p = A˜L,p. In particular, this is true in the
graph case when L = L0.
Definition 5.3. Let Xk+ be a choice of orientation, L an X
k
+-matrix, p ∈
[0, 1], and let AL,p be defined as above. We define PL,p to be the square
matrix with rows and columns indexed by S := Xk+ ∪ {Θ} with
(PL,p)σ′+,σ+ = (PL,p)σ′−,σ− =
{
(AL,p)σ′+,σ+ if (AL,p)σ′+,σ+ > 0
0 else
,
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(PL,p)σ′−,σ+ = (PL,p)σ′+,σ− =
{
−(AL,p)σ′+,σ+ if (AL,p)σ′+,σ+ < 0
0 else
,
(PL,p)s,Θ = 0 for all s 6= Θ,
(PL,p)Θ,s = 1−
∑
s′∈S\{Θ}
(PL,p)s′,s for all s 6= Θ,
and
(PL,p)Θ,Θ = 1.
The following lemma says that PL,p is always a probability matrix.
Lemma 5.4. Let Xk+ be a choice of orientation, L an X
k
+-matrix, and
p ∈ [0, 1]. The matrix PL,p defined above is the left stochastic matrix for an
absorbing Markov chain on the state space S (i.e., (PL)s′,s = Prob(s→ s′))
such that Θ is an absorbing state and Prob(s→ s) = p for all s 6= Θ.
Proof. It is clear by the definition of PL,p that Θ is an absorbing state. To
see that Prob(s→ s) = p for all s 6= Θ, note that
(AL,p)σ+,σ+ =
p(K − 1) + 1
K
− 1− p
K
· 1
=
p(K − 1) + 1− 1 + p
K
= p
and hence by the definition of PL,p,
(PL,p)σ−,σ− = (PL,p)σ+,σ+ = p
for all σ. It is also clear by the definition of PL,p that the entries (PL,p)σ′−,σ+ =
(PL,p)σ′+,σ− are nonnegative for any σ, σ
′. Hence, in order to show that PL,p
is left stochastic we need only to prove that
∑
s′∈S\{Θ}(PL,p)s′,s ≤ 1 for all
s ∈ S \ {Θ}. By the symmetries inherent in PL,p, the value of the sum is
the same for s = σ+ as it is for s = σ−. For any s = σ+,∑
s′∈S\{Θ}
(PL,p)s′,s =
∑
σ′+∈Xk+
(AL,p)σ′+,σ+
= p+
∑
σ′+∈Xk+\{σ+}
∣∣∣(AL,p)σ′+,σ+∣∣∣
= p+
1− p
K
∑
σ′+∈Xk+\{σ+}
∣∣∣(LD−1L )σ′+,σ+∣∣∣
≤ p+ (1− p) = 1.
This completes the proof. 
We will call PL,p the p-lazy probability matrix related to L. The following
theorem shows that PL,p is related L.
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Theorem 5.5. Let Xk+ be a choice of orientation, L an X
k
+-matrix, p ∈
[0, 1], and let AL,p and PL,p be defined as above. In addition, let T+ be
defined as in section 3. Then
AL,pT = TPL,p.
In other words, the evolution of the marginal differences T+P
n
L,pν after
n steps with initial distribution ν is governed by the propagation matrix:
TPnL,pν = A
n
L,pTν.
Proof. Using the definition of T
(TPL,p)σ+,s = (PL,p)σ+,s − (PL,p)σ−,s
=
{
±(AL,p)σ+,σ′+ s = σ′±
0 s = Θ
.
Similarly, note that (AL,pT )σ+,s = AL,p(T1s)(σ+) where 1s is the vector
assigning 1 to s ∈ S and 0 to all other elements in S. If s = Θ, T1s is the
zero vector. Otherwise, if s = τ± then T1s = ±1τ+ . Thus,
(AL,pT )σ+,s =
{
±AL,p1τ+(σ+) s = τ±
0 s = Θ
=
{
±(AL,p)σ+,τ+ s = τ±
0 s = Θ
.
This concludes the proof. 
Finally, we conclude with a few results motivating the normalized propa-
gation matrix and showing how the limiting behavior of the marginal differ-
ence relates to the kernel and spectrum of L. We strongly suspect stronger
results hold.
Theorem 5.6. Let Xk+ be a choice of orientation, L an X
k
+-matrix with
Spec(L) ⊂ [0,Λ] (Λ > 0). Then for Λ−1K+Λ−1 ≤ p < 1 the following statements
hold:
(1)
∥∥∥AnL,pTν∥∥∥
2
→ 0 for every initial distribution ν,
(2) A˜nL,pTν → projkerL Tν for every initial distribution ν, where projkerL
denotes the projection map onto the kernel of L,
(3) If λ is the spectral gap (smallest nonzero eigenvalue) of L then∥∥∥A˜nL,pTν − projkerL Tν∥∥∥
2
= O
([
1− 1− p
p(K − 1) + 1λ
]n)
.
Proof. The proof is the same as in the proofs of Corollary 3.4 and Theorem
3.6 and mostly boil down to statements about the spectra of AL,p and A˜L,p.
Note that since Λ−1K+Λ−1 ≤ p < 1, Spec(A˜L,p) ⊂ [0, 1] where the eigenspace
of the eigenvalue 1 is equal to the kernel of L, and the largest eigenvalue of
A˜L,p less than 1 is 1− 1−pp(K−1)+1λ. 
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As an example of the applicability of this framework, A˜L,p is used with
L = Lk to perform label propagation on edges in the next section.
6. Examples of random walks
In this section we state some specific random walks to provide some intu-
ition for random walks on complexes and to use the ideas we have developed
to study a problem in machine learning, semi-supervised learning.
6.1. Triangle complexes. We begin by reviewing local random walks on
graphs as defined by Fan Chung in [3]. Given a graph G = (V,E) and a
designated “boundary” subset S ⊂ V , a 12 -lazy random walk on S = V \ S
can be defined which satisfies a Dirichlet boundary condition on S (meaning
a walker is killed whenever it reaches S). The walker starts on a vertex
v0 ∈ S and at each step remains in place with probability 12 or else jumps to
one of the adjacent vertices with equal probability. The boundary condition
is enforced by declaring that whenever the walker would jump to a vertex
in S, the walk ends. Thus, the left stochastic matrix P for this walk can be
written down as
(P )v′,v∈S = Prob(v → v′) =

1
2 if v = v
′
1
2dv
if v ∼ v′
0 else
where v ∼ v′ denotes that vertices v and v′ are adjacent and dv is the
number of edges connected to v. Note that P is indexed only by S, and that
its columns sums may be less than 1. The probability of dying is implicitly
encoded in P as the difference between the column sum and 1. As was
shown in [3], P is related to a local Laplace operator also indexed by S. If
D is the degree matrix and A the adjacency matrix, the graph Laplacian of
G is L = D−A. We denote the local Laplacian as LS , where S in subscript
means rows and columns indexed by S have been deleted. The relation
between P and LS is
P = I − 1
2
LSD
−1
S .
Hence, the existence and rate of convergence to a stationary distributions
can be studied in terms of the spectrum of the local Laplace operator.
Now suppose we are given an orientable 2-dimensional non-branching sim-
plicial complex X = (V,E, T ) where T is the set of triangles (subsets of V
of size 3). Non-branching means that every edge is contained in at most 2
triangles. We can define a random walk on triangles fundamentally identical
to a local walk on a graph which reveals the 2-dimensional homology of X.
The 12 -lazy Dirichlet 2-walk on T starts at a triangle t0 and at each step
remains in place with probability 12 or else jumps to the other side of one of
the three edges. If no triangle lies on the other side of the edge, the walk
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∂X
∂X
S
∂X S
∂X
S
S
Figure 1. Making the Dirichlet boundary condition ex-
plicit, and translating into a graph.
ends. The transition matrix B for this walk is given by
(B)t′,t = Prob(t→ t′) =

1
2 if t = t
′
1
6 if t ∼ t′
0 else
where t ∼ t′ denotes t and t′ share an edge. This is the same transition
matrix as P , in the case that dv = 3 for all v ∈ S. In this case, the analog
of the set S is the set of edges that are contained in only one triangle, which
is the boundary of X. To draw an explicit connection, imagine adding a
triangle to each boundary edge, obtaining a larger complex X˜ = (V˜ , E˜, T˜ ).
See Figure 1
Then take the “dual graph” G = (V,E) of X˜ by thinking of triangles as
vertices (so, V = T˜ ) and connecting vertices in G with an edge if the corre-
sponding triangles in X˜ share an edge. Choose the vertices corresponding
to the added triangles T˜ \ T to be the boundary set S. Now the matrix
P associated to the local random walk on G is indistinguishable from the
matrix B associated to the random walk on X. In addition, it can be seen
that LS on G is the same as L2, the 2-dimensional Laplacian on X defined
with respect to a given orientation we have assumed orientability assump-
tion). The following states the relation between the transition matrices and
Laplacians:
B = P = I − 1
6
LS = I − 1
6
L2.
See section 2 for the definition of L2, and the appendix of [16] for more on
the connection between LS and L2.
It is a basic fact that the kernel of L2 corresponds to the 2-dimensional ho-
mology group of X over R. Therefore, there exists a stationary distribution
for the random walk if and only if X has nontrivial homology in dimension
2. Additionally, the rate of convergence to the stationary distribution (if it
exists) is governed by the spectral gap of L2. In particular, the following
statements hold:
(1) Given a starting triangle t0, the marginal distribution of the random
walk after n steps is E t0n := Bn1t0 where 1t0 is the vector assigning
a 1 to t0 and 0 to all other triangles. For any t0, the marginal
distrubition converges, i.e., E t0∞ := limn→∞ E t0n exists.
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(2) The limit E t0∞ is equal to 0 for all starting triangles t0 if and only if
X has trivial homology in dimension 2 over R.
(3) The rate of convergence is given by∥∥E t0n − E t0∞∥∥2 = O([1− 16λ2
]n)
where λ2 is the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of L2.
The example given here is constrained by certain assumptions (orientabil-
ity and the non-branching property), which allows for the most direct inter-
pretation with respect to previous work done on graphs.
6.2. Label propagation on edges. In machine learning random walks
on graphs have been used for semi-supervised learning. In this section we
will generalize a class of algorithms on graphs called “label propogation”
algorithms to simplicial complexes, specifically we extend the algorithm de-
scribed in [18] (for more examples, see [1, 9, 17]). The goal of semi-supervised
classification learning is to classify a set of unlabelled objects {v1, . . . , vu},
given a small set of labelled objects {vu+1, . . . , vu+`} and a set E of pairs
of objects {vi, vj} that one believes a priori to share the same class. Let
G = (V,E) be the graph with vertex set V = {v1, . . . , vu+`} and let P be
the probability matrix for the usual random walk, i.e.,
(P )ij = Prob(vj → vi) = 1
dj
where dj is the degree of vertex j. We denote the classes an object belongs
to as c = 1, ..., C and an initial distribution f c0 : V → [0, 1] is the a priori
confidence that each vertex is in class c, a recursive label propagation process
proceeds as follows.
(1) For t = 1, ..., T and c = 1, .., C:
(a) Set f ct ← Pf ct−1
(b) Reset f ct (vi) = 1 for all vi labelled as c.
(2) Consider f cT as an estimate of the relative confidence that each object
is in class c.
(3) For each unlabelled point vi, i ≤ u, assign the label
arg max
c=1,..C
{f cT (vi)}.
The number of steps T is set to be large enough such that f cT is close to
its limit f c∞ := limT→∞ f cT . If G is connected, it can be shown that f
c∞ is
independent of the choice of f c0 . Even if G is disconnected, the algorithm
can be performed on each connected component separately and again the
limit f c∞ for each component will be independent of the choice of f c0 .
We will now adapt the label propagation algorithm to higher dimensional
walks, namely, walks on oriented edges. Given any random walk on the set
of oriented edges (and an absorbing death state Θ), its probability transition
matrix P could be used to propagate labels in the same manner as the above
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algorithm. However, this will treat and label the two orientations of a single
edge separately as though they are unrelated. As found in this paper and
in [15], geometric meaning and interesting long-term behavior is obtained
by transforming and normalizing P into a normalized propagation matrix,
and applying it not to functions on the state space but to 1-cochains. In
this way we will infer only one label per edge. One major change, however,
is that labels will become oriented themselves. That is, given an oriented
edge e+ and a class c, the propagation algorithm may assign a positive
confidence that e+ belongs to class c or a negative confidence that e+ belongs
to class c, which we view as a positive confidence that e+ belongs to class
−c or, equivalently, that e− belongs to class c. This construction applies to
systems in which every class has two built-in orientations or signs, or the
class information has a directed sense of “flow”.
For example, imagine water flowing along a triangle complex in two di-
mensions. Given an oriented edge, the water may flow in the positive or
negative direction along the edge. A “negative” flow of water in the direc-
tion of e+ can be interpreted as a positive flow in the direction of e−. Perhaps
the flow along a few edges is observed and one wishes to infer the direction of
the flow along all the other edges. Unlike in the graph case, a single class of
flow already presents a classification challenge. Or consider multiple streams
of water colored according to the C classes, we may want to know which
stream dominates the flow along each edge and in which direction. In order
to make these inferences, it is necessary to make some assumption about
how labels should propagate from one edge to the next. When considering
water flow, it is intuitive to make the following two assumptions.
(1) Local Consistency of Motion. If water is flowing along an ori-
ented edge [vi, vj ] in the positive direction, then for every triangle
[vi, vj , vk] the water should also tend to flow along [vi, vk] and [vk, vj ]
in the positive directions.
(2) Preservation of Mass. The total amount of flow into and out
of each vertex (along edges connected to the vertex) should be the
same.
In fact, either one of these assumptions is sufficient to infer oriented class
labels given the observed flow on a few edges. Depending on which as-
sumptions one chooses, different normalized propagation matrices A˜L,p (see
section 5) may be applied. For example, L = Lup1 will enforce local consis-
tency of motion without regard to preservation of mass, while L = Ldown1
will do the opposite. A reasonable way of preserving both assumptions is
by using L = L1 as shown in Example 6.3.
We now state a simple algorithm, analogous to the one for graphs, that
propagates labels on edges to infer a partially-observed flow. Let X be a
simplicial complex of dimension d ≥ 1 and let X1+ = {e1, . . . , en} be a choice
of orientation for the set of edges. Without loss of generality, assume that
oriented edges eu + 1, . . . , en=u+` have been classified with class c (not −c).
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Similar to the graph case, we apply a recursive label propagation process to
an initial distribution vector f c0 : X
1
+ → R measuring the a priori confidence
that each oriented edge is in class c. See Algorithm 1 for the procedure. The
result of the algorithm is a set of estimates of the relative confidence that
each edge is in class c with some orientation.
Algorithm 1: Edge propagtion algorithm.
Data: Simplicial complex X, set of oriented edges
X1+ = {e1, . . . , eu, eu+1, ..., eu+`}
with eu+1, . . . , eu+` labelled with oriented classes ±1, ..,±C,
initial distribution vector f c0 : X
1
+ → R, number of iterations T
Result: Confidence of class membership and direction for unlabelled
edges {f c∗(e1), ..., f c∗(eu)}Cc=1
for c = 1 to C do
for t = 1 to T do
f ct ← A˜L,pf ct−1;
f ct (ei)← 1 for ei labelled with class c;
f ct (ei)← −1 for ei labelled with class −c
end
end
{f c∗(e1), ..., f c∗(eu)}Cc=1 ← {f cT (e1), ..., f cT (eu)}Cc=1;
After running the algorithm, an unlabelled edge ei is assigned the oriented
class sgn(f cT (ei))c where c = arg maxc=1,..C{|f cT (ei)|}.
We now prove that given enough iterations T the algorithm converges
and the resulting assigned labels are meaningful. The proof uses the same
methods as the one found in [18] for the graph case.
Proposition 6.1. Using the notation of section 5, assume that L is a sym-
metric Xk+-matrix with Spec(LD
−1
L ) ⊂ [0,Λ]. Let A˜L,p be the normalized
p-lazy propagation matrix as defined in 5.2. If Λ−22K+Λ−2 < p < 1 and if no
vector in kerL is supported on the set of unclassified edges, then Algorithm
1 converges. That is,
lim
T→∞
f cT =: f
c
∞ =
(
ψc
(I −A4)−1A3ψc
)
,
where A4 and A3 are submatrices of A˜L,p and ψ
c is the class function on
edges labelled with ±c (for which ψc(ei) = ±1). In addition, f c∞ depends
neither on the initial distribution f c0 nor on the lazy probability p.
Proof. First, note that we are only interested in the convergence of f cT (ei)
for ei not labelled ±c. Partition f cT and A˜L,p according to whether ei is
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labelled ±c or not as
f cT =
(
ψc
fˆ cT
)
and A˜L,p =
(
A1 A2
A3 A4
)
.
The recursive definition of f cT in Algorithm 1 can now be rewritten as fˆ
c
T =
A4fˆ
c
T−1 +A3ψ
c. Solving for fˆ cT in terms of fˆ
c
0 yields
fˆ cT = (A4)
kfˆ c0 +
T−1∑
i=0
(A4)
iA3ψ
c.
In order to prove convergence of fˆ cT , it suffices to prove that A4 has only
eigenvalues strictly less than 1 in absolute value. This ensures that (A4)
kfˆ c0
converges to zero (eliminating dependence on the initial distribution) and
that
∑k−1
i=0 (A4)
iA3ψ
c converges to (I − A4)−1A3ψc as k → ∞. We will
prove that Spec(A4) ⊂ (−1, 1) by relating Spec(A4) to Spec(LD−1L ) ⊂ [0,Λ]
as follows.
First, partition L and DL similar to A˜L,p as
L =
(
L1 L2
L3 L4
)
and DL =
(
D1 0
0 D4
)
.
so that
A4 = I − 1− p
p(K − 1) + 1L4D
−1
4 .
Hence Spec(A4) is determined by Spec(L4D
−1
4 ), or to be more specific, λ ∈
Spec(L4D
−1
4 )⇔ 1− 1−pp(K−1)+1λ ∈ Spec(A4). Furthermore, note that L4D−14
and D
−1/2
4 L4D
−1/2
4 are similar matrices and share the same spectrum. It
turns out that the spectrum of D
−1/2
4 L4D
−1/2
4 is bounded within the spec-
trum of D
−1/2
L LD
−1/2
L , which in turn is equal to Spec(LD
−1
L ) ⊂ [0,Λ] by
similarity. Let g be an eigenvector of D
−1/2
4 L4D
−1/2
4 with eigenvalue λ and
let g1, . . . , gj be an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of D
−1/2
L LD
−1/2
L (such
a basis exists since it is a symmetric matrix) with eigenvalues µ1, . . . , µj .
We can write (
0c
g
)
= α1g1 + . . .+ αjgj
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for some α1, . . . , αj , where 0c is the vector of zeros with length equal to the
number of edges classified as ±c. Then
α1µ1g1 + . . .+ αjµjgj = D
−1/2
L LD
−1/2
L
(
0c
g
)
=
(
D
−1/2
1 L1D
−1/2
1 D
−1/2
1 L2D
−1/2
4
D
−1/2
4 L3D
−1/2
1 D
−1/2
4 L4D
−1/2
4
)(
0c
g
)
=
(
D
−1/2
1 L2D
−1/2
4 g
D
−1/2
4 L4D
−1/2
4 g
)
=
(
D
−1/2
1 L2D
−1/2
4 g
λg
)
.
Taking the Euclidean norm of the beginning and ending expressions, we see
that
|α1µ1|+ . . .+ |αjµj | =
∥∥∥∥(D−1/21 L2D−1/24 gλg
)∥∥∥∥
2
≥ ‖λg‖2
= λ(|α1|+ . . .+ |αj |).
Because we assumed that µi ∈ [0,Λ] for all i, it would be a contradiction if
λ < 0 or λ > Λ. The case λ = 0 is possible if and only if there is a vector
in kerL that is supported on the unlabelled edges. To see this, note that if
λ = 0 then
α21µ1 + . . .+ α
2
jµj =
(
0c
g
)T
D
−1/2
1 L2D
−1/2
4
(
0c
g
)
=
(
0c
g
)T (
D
−1/2
1 L2D
−1/2
4 g
λg
)
= 0
which implies αiµi = 0 for all i and therefore
(
0c
g
) ∈ kerL. Finally, since we
assumed that no vector in kerL is supported on the unlabelled edges and
that Λ−22K+Λ−2 < p < 1, we conclude that Spec(L4D
−1
4 ) ⊂ (0,Λ] and therefore
Spec(A4) ⊂
[
1− 1−pp(K−1)+1Λ, 1
)
⊂ (−1, 1).
To see that the solution fˆ c∞ = (I−A4)−1A3ψc does not depend on p, note
that I −A4 is a submatrix of 1−pp(K−1)+1LD−1L so that p(K−1)+11−p (I −A4) does
not depend on p. Then write fˆ c∞ as
fˆ c∞ =
[
p(K − 1) + 1
1− p (I −A4)
]−1
× 1
1− pA3ψ
c
and note that p(K−1)+11−p A3 is an off-diagonal submatrix of
p(K−1)+1
1−p I−LD−1L
and therefore does not depend on p either. 
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Note that while the limit f c∞ exists, the matrix I − A4 could be ill-
conditioned. In practice, it may be better to approximate f c∞ with f ct for
large enough t. Also, the algorithm will converge faster for smaller values
of p and if fˆ c0 = 0.
6.3. Experiments. We use some simulations to illustrate how Algorithm
1 works.
Example 6.2. Figure 2a shows a simplicial complex in which a single ori-
ented edge e1 has been labelled with class c (indicated by the red color) and
all other edges are unlabelled. Figure 2b shows what happens when this
single label is propagated T = 100 steps using Algorithm 1 with L = Lup1 ,
p = 0.9, and with f c0 equal to the indicator function on e1. After the T
steps have been performed the edges are oriented and labelled according to
the sign of f ck (if f
c
k(ei) = 0 for an oriented edge ei, then that edge is left
unoriented and unlabelled in the figure). Figures 2c and 2d show the same
thing with L = Ldown1 and L = L1, respectively. The results using L
up
1 and
Ldown1 have a clear resemblance to magnetic fields. When L = L
down
1 , “mass”
is preserved which creates multiple vortices where the flow spins around a
triangle. The walk using Lup1 tries to maintain local consistency of motion,
creating sources and sinks in the process. The full L1 walk strikes somewhat
of a balance between the two, resulting in a more circular flow with a single
vortex in the lower left.
Example 6.3. Figure 3a shows a simplicial complex in which two edges
have been labelled with class c = 1 (indicated by the red color) and two
more edges have been labelled with class c = 2 (indicated by the blue color).
Figure 3b shows what happens when the labels are propagated T = 1000
steps using Algorithm 1 with L = L1, p = 0.9, and f
c
0 equal to the indicator
function on the oriented edges labelled with classes c = 1, 2. Every edge is
then oriented and labelled according to the sign of f c=1T , if |f c=1T | > |f c=2T |,
or f c=2T , if |f c=1T | < |f c=2T |. Notice that only a small number of labels are
needed to induce large-scale circular motion. Near the middle, a few blue
labels mix in with the red due to the asymmetry of the initial labels.
7. Discussion
In this paper, we introduced a random walk with absorbing states on
simplicial complexes. Given a simplicial complex of dimension d, the relation
between the random walk and the spectrum of the k-dimensional Laplacian
for 1 ≤ k ≤ d was examined. We compared the Dirichlet random walk
we introduced to the Neumann random walk introduced in Rosenthal and
Parzanchevski [15].
There remain many open questions about random walks on simplicial
complexes and the spectral theory of higher order Laplacians. Possible fu-
ture directions of research include:
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(a) A 2-complex with a labelled edge. (b) Label propagation with L = Lup1 .
(c) Label propagation with L = Ldown1 . (d) Label propagation with L = L1.
Figure 2. Edge label propagation with 1 class.
(1) Is there a Brownian process on a manifold that corresponds to the
continuum limit of these new random walks?
(2) Is it possible to use conditioning techniques from stochastic processes
such as Doob’s h-transform to analyze these walks?
(3) What applications do these walks have to problems in machine learn-
ing and statistics?
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(a) A 2-complex with two different labels on four edges.
(b) Label propagation with L = L1.
Figure 3. Edge label propagation with two classes.
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